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More than just vehicle streaming data



A FMS interface is an electronics device that acts as a gateway, to read the 

data from all vehicle data networks and translate the data into FMS 

standard (J1939). CANGO advanced FMS interface can connect to all 

Vehicle Data Network like CANbus, J1939, J1708/J1587, ISO11992, serial 

and proprietary data networks and translate the data into standardized 

protocols like FMS 3.0, FMS 4.0 or in ASCII protocols on RS232 or 

Bluetooth. 

TThis is the4th generation of CANGO’s gateways, integrating all our 

protocols and hardware technologies in one, and they are suitable for any 

type of vehicles from small passenger cars, VANs, busses, and coaches to 

HGV, trailer, and off-highway vehicles

CANGO FMS Interface offers more than just streaming data, processing 

the data inside with state of the art algorithms, calculating better and more 

parameters than the vehicle manufacturer interface.

This interface integrates the whole CANGO protocols and hardware 

technologies in the same gateway and works on the whole range of vehicles 

– it’s more than FLEXIBLE:

Act as a firewall, so the vehicle data network cannot be interfered

Translate the proprietary vehicle signals into FMS standard

Filter data, not all data is made available

Even if the FMS gateway from the vehicle is not activated can still offer 
you the data

Why is CANGO
FMS Interface the
best solution for

your fleet?



Technical Information

FMS Interface (technical info)

Dimensions 72 mmX60 mm X 25 mm   |   Weight ll0 grams   |   Environmental 

sealing IP53   |   Operating temperature -40°C to 85°C   |   

Power consumption Active Running, no external load, 30mA at 24V supply  |   

CAN/RS232 drivers on, 110 mA at 24V supply Voltage range 10-36VDC   |   

LED Two color LED   |   Connectors   |   1x 24 pins Molex general connector

22x 4 pins Molex for CANG0click’s   |   2x CANbus, 10-1000 kbit/sec, auto 

baud, Jl939 or custom vehicle protocol, Layer2   |   1x Jl708 Jl922/Jl587 

support   |   1x K-Line Tachograph   |   1x RS232 (RTS, RX, GND, CTS, TX), max 

250kbaud, proprietary ASClI protcols
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With CANGO
FMS Interface you will have
lifetime quality for your fleets!

CCANGO products are designed for use in automotive and harsh 
environments. Special casing, high-grade components, and IP53 
connectors are a guarantee for good working over a long lifetime. 
CANGO FMS interface is an Automotive E-certified product.



SAFE READING for
smoothly OPERATIONS

FMS interface has an output in FT S 3.0/CANbus or ASCII protocols/RS232 

or Bluetooth. It fits all telematics systems and modems.

FMS interface delivers state-of-the-art Driver Behavior algorithms that 

process the data and analyze trip, vehicle, and driver performance. Beside 

Driver Behavior Analyses, the FMS interface also provides ASCII protocol 

frames like:

Tachograph values

Diagnostic Trouble Codes

Drive Behavior Analyses

CPC data

Instant values

Totals and calculated values

Threshold compare values

Trailler data

















PERFECT FITTING with
all TELEMATICS DEVICES

Combine Parameters
to get more useful data

The vehicle computers (EDC, Retarder, Opticruise, EBS, ABS etc.) 
all communicate via an on-board CAN bus or other vehicle data 
networks type. FMS interface connects to all vehicle data networks 
and slots part of the information through a firewall — one-way only 
— in a standardized encoded format (FMS 3.0/Jl939) to telematics 
devices.
 
TThe firewall and interface are necessary to safeguard against 
hazards caused by interference with the vehicle’s computer 
systems. CANGO assures the integrity of the vehicle database 
regardless of which is connected using the smartest tapping device 
on the market: CANGO click.

TThe technology used by CANGO guarantees that no intrusive 
signals are sent to the vehicle CANbus or Jbus, eliminating liability 
matters, warranty issues, or faulty connections.



All in one solution with free on-line support:

Flexible 

suitable for all commercial vehicle: HGV's, Trailers, Buses 

& Coaches, LCV's

Complete 

one solution for your entire fleet

Complementary

offer support in several industries like Agriculture, Mining 

and Construction equipment’s, Public Transportation 

and Smart Mobility

Fast integration with all telematics platforms and modems

Non- intrusive installation with CANGOclick for CANbus and Jbus

Easy installation with comprehensive install guide for all type of vehicles

Easy setup with CANfigurator software

TThe communication with telematics systems on ASCII protocol for 
Driver Behavior Analyses can be done more effortless than ever using 
Bluetooth

EASY TO INTEGRATE
100% non-intrusive technology!











Detailed information about trip, engine, and driver behavior

Reduce vehicle maintenance costs and increase safety

Save fuel up to 15% and reduce C02 footprint

Improve driver behavior

More accurate data available than manufacturers’ interface











How does your business benefit
from using CANGO FMS Interface:



CANGO is specialized in the development of products and solutions for 

CANbus and vehicle data signals. The product portfolio of CANGO makes 

for a complete, competitive offer of solutions validated by successful 

implementations both on the internal and international market. CANGO 

provides innovative and integrated solutions for a different range of 

industries like logistics, transportation, construction, or agriculture.

Your company needs smart
and efficient fleet management solutions.
CANGO FMS Interface is the next
right step for your fleet!

Follow us on Linkedin

cangotelematics

Follow us on Twitter

cangotelematics

Your telematics device
can benefit transparently
with information routed by our
advanced FMS interface from
optional sensors like radar
and sophisticated
ccomputer vision.
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